
Government Indemnity Scheme for GPs – Preparing for Change
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Managing Claims And Balancing The Books

It is essential that as a GP you feel that your indemnity provider is there to support you as much as possible to 
ensure that there is recourse for the affected party. Those GPs who have been practicing for many years will 
often be able to empathise with others who have been wrongly accused of negligence and agree the value of an 
indemnity provider offering the much needed legal advice and support. Such accusations can be reputationally 
damaging and indemnity providers may spend much more than is sought in compensation to defend their client. 

Premiums vs Claims
Under the CNST model, member premiums are calculated on the basis of projected claims in the coming 12 
months with precise actuarial management required to calculate income (premium) against expenditure (claims). 
Therefore it should be considered that the CNST may not take the same stance as a defence organisation/
insurer at the point of claim, with the need to balance the books being a clear incentive to spend less money 
contesting contentious claims, especially if it is not economic to do so. 

The CNST has to tread a fine line between managing volume, maintaining a cost neutral balance sheet and 
the ongoing case management of long-tail claims which are both complex and expensive. In return they offer 
competitive premiums free of insurance premium tax, with no need to satisfy profit-hungry shareholders and 
no commission payable to brokers. 

The CNST arrangement is burgeoning with pros and cons and clearly for many there is a desire to get the best 
of all worlds, with a policy that is both cheap and rooted in protecting the member, rather than considering 
decisions with one eye on the commerciality of the loss.

Introducing Helpful Legislation
Of course, from a premium perspective the saving on insurance premium tax is just one consideration. The 
other is that the Government is ideally positioned to tailor legislation to effectively limit the scale of losses 
incurred to indemnity providers, whether this is in a reversal of the discount rate to pre-2017 levels, or by 
capping maximum compensation awards for certain losses. 

In extremis, the Government has already demonstrated the ability to legislate in their favour through the banning 
of whiplash compensation without medical evidence, which was welcomed by the motor insurance industry as a 
whole. Such legislative intervention is helpful in keeping future premiums in check, especially as the secondary 
care state indemnity is based on forecasted settlements over the coming 12 months. 

If claims can be controlled, member premiums could theoretically be lowered over time. Likewise, the aggregation 
of all grades of GP risk to a common indemnity scheme means that those with less desirable claims will cause 
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all member premium contributions to increase in line with premise of subsidising the associated scheme loss. 

With little or no planned regulation as to who will be eligible to join the state-backed scheme, it is important 
that the Government introduce some degree of measurement and rating to ensure premiums are proportional 
to risk. This approach works well in the CNST, but it has taken some time to establish subscriber claims history, 
exposure and risk profile to achieve premium scales.
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